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CMake Cookbook: Building, testing, and packaging modular software with modern CMakePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn CMake through a series of task-based recipes that provide practical, simple, and ready-to-use CMake solutions for your code

	
		Key Features

		
			Configure, build, and package software written in C, C++, and Fortran
	
			Progress from simple to advanced tasks with examples tested...
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Windows Server 2003 Networking Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006

	Windows Server 2003 Networking Recipes is ideal for network managers and Windows Server 2003 system administrators responsible for setting up and running computers and networks. Think of this book as the comprehensive, task-based guide to installing, deploying, and configuring the various networking protocols and services supported...
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Microsoft Exchange Server PowerShell Cookbook - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 120 recipes to help you manage and administrate Exchange Server 2013 Service Pack 1 with PowerShell 5


	About This Book

	
		Explore the new features and capabilities of PowerShell 5 and its integration with Exchange Server 2013
	
		Learn how to write scripts and functions, schedule scripts to...
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Linux System Programming Techniques: Become a proficient Linux system programmer using expert recipes and techniquesPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Find solutions to all your problems related to Linux system programming using practical recipes for developing your own system programs

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop a deeper understanding of how Linux system programming works
	
			Gain hands-on experience of working with different...
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Drools Developer's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	JBoss Drools is an open source project that is always in a continuous evolution adding more modules and features to the existing ones. This evolution is possible, thanks to the vision of the core developers and the open source community that is continuously pushing it to a new level. And since version 5, Drools has been evolved to provide a...
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Smoking Meat 101: The Ultimate Beginner's GuideRockridge Press, 2019

	
		Smokin’ hot tips for new pitmasters!

	
		The right tools, the best wood, the ideal temperature?there’s a lot to know about smoking meat. That’s why Smoking Meat 101 offers a crash course that’ll have you serving up sumptuous smoked masterpieces in no time.

	...
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Practical Linux Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		This book provides code-intensive discussions with detailed recipes that help you understand better and learn faster.
	
		More than 50 hands-on recipes to create and administer a secure Linux system locally as well as on a network
	
		Enhance file system security and local and remote...
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Cisco CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
Cisco routers are nearly ubiquitous in IP networks. They are  extremely flexible and reliable devices, and the number and variety of features  grows with each new release of the Internetwork Operating System (IOS). While  Cisco Press and several other publishers supply excellent documentation of  router features both online and...
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HTTP Programming Recipes for C# BotsHeaton Research, 2007

	The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) allows information to be exchanged between a web server and a web browser. C# allows you to program HTTP directly. HTTP programming allows you to create programs that access the web much like a human user would. These programs, which are called bots, can collect information or automate common web...
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How To Do Everything with Your iPODMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Do more -- and have more fun -- than you ever thought possible with Apple's portable jukebox and this easy-to-use guide. Not only will you be able to play music, but you will learn to find, download, and organize your music to get the best sound, use cool accessories, and pick up little-known tips and tricks to enhance your overall iPod...
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OpenStack Cloud Computing Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to successfully set up and manage your OpenStack cloud environments with complete coverage of Nova, Swift, Keystone, Glance, Horizon, Neutron, and Cinder


	Overview

	
		Updated for OpenStack Grizzly
	
		Learn how to install, configure, and manage all of the OpenStack core projects...
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Windows Server 2019 Automation with PowerShell Cookbook: Powerful ways to automate and manage Windows administrative tasks, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A practical guide to Windows Server 2019 and PowerShell

	
		Key Features

		
			Use PowerShell to effectively configure and administer Windows Server 2019
	
			Improve the performance of new features such as DevOps and containers using PowerShell
	
			Enhance PowerShell's...
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